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Edward Lear' s Parrot Paintings
a Review of Lear's "Illustrations of the Family of Psittacidae"
Enjoy the vivid beauty of parrots ·as never before with this
fine-feathered Octavo Edition of a rare collection of
ornithological plates by Edward Lear.
London, 1832 - Octavo Edition, January 2003
Illustrations of the Family of Psittacidae, or Parrots
Edward Lear .
isbn 1-59110-008-9
CD, US $25
dward Lear's album of parrots contains the finest
illustrations of the family ever produced: it is also a
styli tic monument in the history of the depiction of
birds. Lear turned his hand to many things in the course of
his long life-land cape painting, nonsense verse, and the
illustration of birds and reptiles. The non ense ver e is
Lear's most widely known achievement; but the limericks
and their companion sketches are above all the inventions
of a landscape painter who still preserved a hand attuned to
the forms of reptiles and bird.
Lear's work as a natural history draftsman lasted little
more than the decade of the 1830s, until his eye ight
became too weak for the detail of feathers and scales. The
Psittacidae is his finest achievement. Lear conveyed with
telling sympathy the carriage of a bird, the grasp of the
claws, the tilt of the head, its grave, curious, or quizzical
expression (noteworthy beak later reappear as remarkable
noses on the limerick people, who are as distinctive as his
parrots for their idiosyncratic posture and curious poses).
Lear was exceptionally sensitive to the structure and function of features such as the parrot' beak and the turtle's
jaws (the latter is evident in hi lithographs of turtle and
tortoi e in Thomas Bell's A Monograph of the Testudinata,
also available in an Octavo Edition).
Edward Lear's Psittacidae was drawn, lithographed, and published on a shoestring by the artist him elf
in a tiny edition. The copy reproduced in this Octavo
Edition is from the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia. Every page of Lear' Inasterpiece of ornithological illustration is presented in stunning detail.
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Reader, a free program
-High-resolution image files allow you to zoom in and
examine details
-Book images and supplemental material may be
printed in color or black and white
-Bookmarks and thumbnails for easy navigation
-Windows, Macintosh, and UNIX compatible
-Re earch Editions contain a complete collection of
high-re olution image file for detailed examination
(requires an image-viewing or -editing application such as
Adobe Photoshop)
Octavo Edition are available at:

www.octavo.com
or by calling toll-free

800.754.1596 or 510.251.3880
[Editor'd Note: My dear readers, almost all of you
love bird books but none of you, 1 fear, can afford (or even
find for sale) an original 1832 edition that is found only in
a few museums and royal collections and is, indeed, priceless. You can get a nice 1978 facsimile edition for about
$1600 but if you really want to see the extraordinary art
work - the magn~flcent parrot paintings of Edward Lear-/
highly recommend this Octavio CD edition. The whole book
is available page by page on this CD and it is a great joy
to flip through the pages, turn back to afavorite, zoom in on
the detail, and just absorb the great beauty of the parrots so
many of us love. 1 have the CD and enjoy it no end. You
should have it also. S. Dingle] .:.

This Octavo Edition includes:
- Every page-including the binding-of this rare
book, in full color, presented uncropped as book spreads
- Commentary by naturalist and historian Robert
McCracken Peck
- Collation, binding description, and provenance note
Features of Octavo Editions:
-Convenient pdf format for use with Adobe Acrobat
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